
 
 
 

INTERCOMP PRESENTS INTERCOMP DIRECT: A NEW, INTEGRATED SERVICE 
 

Intercomp Group has developed an integrated service package – Intercomp Direct – that brings 

together services for payroll calculation, HR document processing, and statutory reporting. 

As an integrated solution for the optimization of non-core business processes, Intercomp Direct 

enables us to offer our clients quality HR administration and payroll services and the creation of a full 

set of documents for statutory reporting to all controlling bodies in accordance with legal 

requirements – all in a single, umbrella service. 

 

Intercomp Direct uses a secure web portal which provides access to data and allows information on 

HR developments to be shared. This solution is based on Intercomp’s IT infrastructure and requires 

no investment from the client, which means that in a minimum time frame and at no extra cost it is 

possible to become a user of this convenient service. 

 

“This service has been based on the ‘personal manager + team of specialists’ model,” says Oksana 

Oleksyuk, Head of the Integrated Business Solutions Department at Intercomp. “All communications 

are structured; enquiries from the client’s representative and employees are categorized and, 

depending on the type of enquiry, are forwarded on to our contact center, specialists or personal 

managers at Intercomp.” 

Intercomp Direct offers savings of up to 35% on HR administration and payroll calculation expenses, 

a reduction in administrative and financial risks, and frees up time for your employees by leaving 

routine communications to Intercomp specialists. Additional benefits of the service include the 

creation of management reporting and consulting services from Intercomp’s expert methodologists, 

as well as a wide range of package options.  

 

“This convenient partner interaction technology, accessed via a simple portal, does not require 

integration by the client,” says Kirill Dyakov, Sales Director at Intercomp. “The customer receives the 

service at a reasonable cost, which is calculated with the utmost transparency. Straightforward 

pricing enables funds for personnel administration to be budgeted. I firmly believe that our new 

service will win the trust of the market and become a reliable aid in optimizing company-client 

processes.” 

Intercomp has been providing F&A and HR outsourcing services in Russia and the CIS for 20 years, 

helping clients to streamline and improve their business processes. Today, Intercomp employs over 

750 specialists at its offices in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod, Ryazan, Kyiv, Almaty, and 

Astana. The company guarantees a high quality of service throughout its geographical markets. 

Expert RA rates Intercomp as the undisputed leader in the F&A and HR outsourcing sector. 

 

For more information about Intercomp Direct please visit: 

www.intercompglobal.com/intercomp-direct 

http://www.intercompglobal.com/intercomp-direct/

